Clusters of ionisation in nanometre targets for propane-experiments with a Jet Counter.
Further evidence on the reliability of the device called the Jet Counter (JC) for studying the formation of ionisation clusters at the nanometre level are presented. The new experimental data on the distributions of ionisation cluster size originating from a 2-10 nm size target in propane irradiated by 3.8 MeV alpha particles are described. The JC consists of a pulse-operated valve that injects an expanding jet of propane into an interaction chamber, where a sensitive volume in the form of a cylinder is created. The sensitive volume was irradiated by 3.8 MeV alpha particles. The resulting distribution of ion clusters, ranging from 2 to 10 nm in unit density gas, has been measured. A method of determining the efficiency of registration of single propane ions using an ion detector is described. A method of deconvolution of the measured to true cluster size distributions is also given. Finally, the measured cluster size distributions are compared with modelled distributions based on Monte Carlo calculations. The results for propane together with previous ones for nitrogen indicate the JC to be an efficient tool for the investigation of radiation quality at the nanometre level.